802.18 RR-TAG Closing Report

• Report on July 05 Interim Meeting
• Work accomplished at this Meeting
Report on July 05 Plenary Meeting

• Met with 802.11 CBP SG and 802.16h
  – Reviewed/discussed FCC 3650 MHz R&O

• Held joint session with 802.22
  – Approved FCC ex parte presentation

• Met with 802.15 SG 3c
  – Helped develop a FCC input on 60 GHz

• Prepared revision of 802.18 P&P
Report on July 05 Plenary Meeting

• Reviewed Canadian spectrum consultation
  – Prepared comments to Industry Canada

• Reviewed FCC 2 GHz NPRM
  – Decided no comments were needed

• Completed revision of 802.18 P&P
  – Will review again in November